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Summary. This paper proposes a reduction of energy consumption in the implementation of semi-fi nished 
components of the planetary gear through the use of foundry technology. The authors compared the calculated 
amount of sliced material for individual pieces made in technology to bring the full semi-solid and prototype 
castings. Next presents the selection of materials, development of casting technology parts analyzed, and the 
various stages of their execution. The fi nal result was semifi nished, which, after fi nal machining are to be sub-
mitted for testing supplies.
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INTRODUCTION

The transmission components of machines and vehicles are usually made from various types 
of metal alloys using two different manufacturing techniques. The fi rst technique is machining, 
where the required shape of the semi-fi nished product is obtained by removal of material from a sol-
id workpiece. The second method is casting of components, which are next subjected to a fi nishing 
treatment. Naturally, each of these methods has its own advantages and drawbacks, but the choice 
of a more economical one depends on factors that characterise the currently produced component. 
A good example of the casting process used as an alternative solution to the fabrication of elements 
from solid blocks of materials are parts of the planetary gear used in motor vehicles designed for 
operation under heavy loads [2, 5, 9].

Typically, the primary planetary mechanism is composed of the three types of gears, meshed 
all the time. The wheel with external teeth, called sun wheel, is located in a central part of the 
transmission system. Around the sun wheel are arranged the intermediate wheels, or planets, whose 
axes of rotation are embedded in the yoke (or basket), and there are usually between two and fi ve 
of them operating in the system. Planets are meshed with an outer gear with internal teeth, placed 
axially in relation to the sun gear. The planetary mechanism starts operating as a transmission gear 
allowing the transfer of torque as soon as one of the above mentioned elements is locked, thus 
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enabling movement of the other two elements, giving the required ratio resulting from the diameter 
of the individual gears. As a consequence, the three basic modes of operation are obtained:

– sun wheel locked – planets and the outer ring wheel rotate,
– planets yoke locked – the sun wheel and the outer ring wheel rotate,
– outer wheel ring locked – the sun wheel and planets rotate. 

The advantage of a gear of this type is its compact design, which allows obtaining much 
higher ratios than the ratios obtainable in a standard gear, and also different ratios in different 
modes of operation. 

Among the numerous applications of planetary gears, one of the possibilities is to use them 
as structural components of the drive system of motor vehicles. One of the solutions is to place the 
planetary gear inside the wheel hub, which enables using the gear mechanism to reduce the torque 
on the shaft. At the same time, by getting higher torque, the wheel decreases its rotational speed. In 
practical applications, the design of this mechanism is much more complex than the model example 
described here and consists of numerous mate parts.

PURPOSIL AND METHODS

For designs of this type, three components of the mechanism were selected as parts that can 
be successfully made by casting. These parts are: gear body, ring wheel and cover. Until now, these 
components have been manufactured by subsequent operations of boring and turning from solid 
cylinder. Machining allows making items of good quality, free from any hidden material-related 
defects, but an evident drawback of the technology is the large volume of waste in the form of chips 
produced from the machined workpiece, as well as a high wear and tear of the cutting knives and 
lathe tools. The large quantity of the removed material is directly related to the overall dimensions 
of the machined elements; of some signifi cance is also the fact that in the case of the ring and 
body, making the cylindrical shape also requires the removal of material from the cylinder interior.

Using casting technology as an alternative enables making these elements as semi-fi nished 
products, which after removal of a relatively small machining allowance will give the same shape 
as in the case of turning and boring from the solid body [1, 2].

To compare the volume of material removed in both processes, as a reference product, the 
components at a comparable stage of machining were used. The shape refl ected the external and 
internal outlines of the fi nished product, but the blanks had no holes and fi nal fi nishing which are 
usually done in subsequent operations. This allowed determining the difference in the volume of 
material removed at the fi rst stage of machining, the outcome of which is obtaining the base prod-
uct shape. At the same time it was be assumed that the differences in energy consumption by the 
compared technologies should be analysed for and until this stage. To calculate the weight of the 
cylinders used as a starting stock for the machined components, their minimum dimensions were 
adopted, where outer diameter and height of the blanks were equal to the diameter and height of 
the ready components. In the case of castings, the weight of the raw components with machining 
allowances and drafts but without the gating and feeding systems was adopted.

The need for feeding the castings is a natural consequence of the cast metal contraction when 
it passes from the liquid to solid state; the additional problem in this case is the formation of hot 
spots in castings. The casting sole-to-casting with gating and feeding system ratio gives percent 
yield and determines the liquid alloy volume that should be ready to make one cast component. The 
gating and feeding systems separated from the casting make a good quality scrap used as a charge 
in the subsequent melting operations.[17-20]
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Recycling of chips produced in the machining process is both complicated and energy con-
suming. Chips to be melted require deoiling and briquetting.

Final product

Cylinder

Casting

Fig.1. Comparing the waste material volume removed by machining and casting 

Table 1. The weight of material consumed by comparable manufacturing technologies 
to make one set of the semi-fi nished products 

Estimated material consumption calculated in kg

Ring wheel Body Cover

Total waste 
in the form 
of chips

Element
bored and 
turned

5,988 11,126 1,507

Starting
material Chips Starting

material Chips Starting
material Chips

Cylinder 28,941 22,953 53,586 42,460 6,464 4,957 70,370

Casting 10,941 4,953 14,724 3,598 1,724 0,217 8,768

The calculation of energy consumed by the casting process is a very complex problem be-
cause of a large number of the different factors that take part in this process. It leaves no doubt that 
most of the energy is consumed by the melting process, but it is important to note that, besides the 
melted metal type and the furnace type and capacity, some impact on the energy consumption has 
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also the technical condition of the melting installation. Another issue is the process of foundry mould 
preparation, which can differ in terms of both technology and energy. Practically every foundry 
operates a technological line of its own design, and the effi ciency and performance of devices can 
vary widely among each other. The additional factor infl uencing the solution adopted in the techni-
cal design of a moulding process is the size of the manufactured batch of castings. It is diffi cult to 
imagine that energy consumption might be the same for making a few pieces of the cast items only 
and a large batch of products, the more that the additional factor of the tooling cost and machine 
redesigning is also involved here.[2-7,14,16-18]

At the Foundry Research Institute in Cracow, studies have been conducted on the possibility 
of making several prototype cast semi-fi nished elements of the planetary gear for further perfor-
mance tests. To achieve this goal, the method of rapid prototyping was used.[5,9,10,15]

Parts of the transmission gear were cast by the sand mould technology, which can be divided 
into the following stages:

1) designing of 3D foundry technology (allowances, the gating and feeding systems),
2) making virtual patterns and technical documentation for foundry tooling,
3) making foundry patterns (pattern plate or common foundry patterns),
4) making moulds from foundry patterns,
5) melting of selected cast alloy,
6) pouring of moulds,
7) cooling of castings and knocking out from foundry moulds,
8) fettling of castings, degating and removal of feeders.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The basis for the development of casting technology is the cast part shape, i.e. the overall 
dimensions and the degree of intricacy; of some importance is also the cast material type. First, 
based on the supplied documentation, 3D computer models of individual cast pieces were made, 
allowing for the necessary technological allowances and drafts. Because of the effect of linear 
contraction, patterns were enlarged by the values of this contraction, which is 1% and 2% for the 
cast iron and steel, respectively. Then, the gating and feeding systems were selected in sizes that 
guarantee making sound castings. Thus prepared documentation was used in the development of 
moulding technology, including various foundry patterns, core boxes and a confi guration of feeding 
systems. Studies also included joining of individual tooling parts with alignment pins, the use of 
which ensures the correct assembly of foundry equipment [4, 9].
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Cores

c)

Gating system Casting

Fig. 2. Casting technology to make successive elements 
of the transmission gear: a) ring wheel, b) body, c) cover

a)

b)
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c)

Fig. 3. Pattern tooling to make individual parts of the transmission gear: a) ring wheel, b) body, c) cover

Foundry patterns were made by the 3D Printing technology, i.e. three-dimensional printing 
on the layers of powder. The use of the technique of rapid prototyping allows making a real pattern 
directly from the 3D fi les of the prepared documentation. To minimise the volume of material used 
by the 3D printer, models were printed in the form of shells, and to increase their strength, a ribbed 
internal structure was designed. Patterns obtained by this technique were hardened soaking them 
with epoxy resin. Empty spaces inside patterns were fi lled with special fi llers, and holders were 
attached to patterns to facilitate lifting them up from the ready mould. The last step was coating of 
patterns with a layer of protective paint [11].

a)
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b)

c)

Fig. 4. Foundry patterns: a) ring wheel, b) body, c) cover,

As a material for moulds and cores to reproduce the casting of a cover, the self-hardening 
moulding mixtures based on silica sand with furan resin as a binder were used. In the case of bodies 
and rings, they were cast in common bentonite-bonded sand mixtures; cores were made in furan 
resin sand.

Moulds for casting of the cover were made as two halves, i.e. cope and drag, one half mould 
for casting one cover. The drag was made by placing patterns on the bottom plate with a frame, 
which was fi lled with moulding sand, compacted at the next step of operations. Then the whole was 
turned over, and after removal of the bottom plate, cope was moulded in the same way. After pulling 
the patterns out and adjustment of the gating system, the half moulds were assembled together and 
joined with a moulding glue. The glue was used to prevent molten metal from fl owing out from the 
mould along the parting plane during pouring. The cast material was grey iron GJL200. 
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Fig. 5. Foundry moulds of cover

In moulds for casting of bodies and rings, inner cores had to be used. In the case of rings, 
moulds were additionally provided with pulled out outer parts. The casting shape was reproduced 
in core boxes fi lled with furan sand mixture. Mould cavities were reproduced by patterns with core 
prints. Moulds for bodies and rings were made from bentonite sand. In the upper part of mould, 
risers were placed, and their shape was reproduced with patterns joined to the pattern of the casting 
by means of centring pins. Risers were used to move the hot spots outside the casting area and feed 
them with liquid alloy during solidifi cation.

To assemble moulds and make them ready for pouring, cores were fi rst placed in the bottom 
part of mould and the mould was next closed with its upper counterpart and loaded. The bodies 
were cast from the GS-25CrMo4 steel (DIN 17205), while rings were cast from the L40HM steel 
(PN-88/H83160).

For casted components of the planetary gear, the alloys of metals have been melted in a me-
dium-frequency induction furnace. Three different cast materials were melted, each of them being 
adjusted to the respective type of castings. The individual cast alloys and the respective pouring 
temperatures are compared in Table 2. [22,23]

Table 2. Alloy grades and pouring temperatures selected for individual castings 

Casting Material Standard Pouring temperature ˚C

Cover Cast iron - GJL200 - 1380

Body Cast steel - GS-25CrMo4 (DIN 17205) 1570

Ring Cast steel - L40HM (PN-88/H83160) 1550

After pouring and cooling, castings were knocked out from moulds and cleaned. Then the 
gating and feeding systems were cut off. Castings were evaluated for the presence of possible cast-
ing defects and checked for the dimensional accuracy. The results of the check have proved that 
castings are characterised by good surface quality, and are free from any serious defects, while their 
dimensions are consistent with expectations. Thus prepared cast parts of the planetary gear were 
handled for further machining.
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Fig. 6. Semi-fi nished castings of the planetary gear

CONCLUSIONS

The technology of casting semi-fi nished components of the planetary gear is regarded as 
a highly competitive process with the technology of machining these elements from a solid block 
of material. Comparing the volume of material removed during machining and casting (Table 1), it 
clearly follows that casting generates less chips and shortens the time of this operation. The differ-
ence in the amount of the machined material exceeds 60 kg for one set of gears; this value becomes 
particularly important in mass production of these elements, where it goes into tons.

The energy consumption by the manufacturing process should also be considered in terms 
of the possible recycling of the waste material. In the case of casting, a large part of the material 
allowance is process scrap in the form of gating and feeding systems, which can be easily reused 
within the same plant, while the same cannot be easily said of the chips formed during machining.

Last but not least, the reduced energy consumption is refl ected in the price of the fi nal product; 
lower production costs with high quality maintained raise the competitiveness of the company in 
the market. Today, the modern metalcasting industry pays more and more attention to the problem 
of energy consumption in the manufacturing processes, believing that its continuous reduction will 
bring even better economic results in future. 
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ZMNIEJSZENIE ENERGOCH ONNO CI WYKONANIA PÓ FABRYKATÓW 
ELEMENTÓW PRZEK ADNI PLANETARNEJ POPRZEZ ZASTOSOWANIE 

ODLEWÓW OTRZYMANYCH Z WYKORZYSTANIEM 
METOD SZYBKIEGO PROTOTYPOWANIA

Streszczenie. W artykule przedstawiono propozycj  obni enia energoch onno ci wykonania pó fabrykatów
elementów przek adni planetarnej poprzez zastosowania technologii odlewniczej. Porównano obliczone ilo ci
skrawanego materia u dla poszczególnych detali wykonywanych w technologii wytaczania z pe nej bry y oraz 
z pó fabrykatów odlewów prototypowych. W dalszej cz ci przedstawiono dobór materia ów, opracowanie 
technologii odlewania analizowanych detali oraz poszczególne etapy ich wykonania. Efektem ko cowym by y
pó fabrykaty, które po ostatecznej obróbce skrawaniem maj  by  przekazane do testów eksploatacyjnych.

S owa kluczowe: Odlewanie, przek adnia planetarna, szybkie prototypowanie, obróbka skrawaniem.


